
THIS IS THE MOST FOR REAL MONEY MAKER YOU HAVE 

EVER SEEN ANYWHERE OR ANY TIME… 

 

 

 

 

How can I say that?  Just wait till you get a bit deeper into this 

book, I’ll bet you that you will realize this is one of the best 

moments of your life. 



Your Financial Life 

 

Let’s begin shall we? 

First thing right off the bat, you have never had a book in your 

hot little hands like this before and what you can achieve with 

what is in this book is nearly limitless in terms of finances. 

I’m talking about money and how much you can make now that 

you have this information and these resources. 

Pretty pictures, none. Table of contents,  nope. 

Stories about how wonderful the author is?  No again.  Fancy 

stuff? Large fonts? Extra fillers?  No, no and no again. 

I will include helpful “stuff” that will help me paint a picture of 

what I want to get you to know but other than my own 

weirdness, there won’t be any fluff here. 

I want this to be the best book you have ever read in your life, 

for making money. 

Because if it is, then my job of getting you to take the next steps 

that I outline in this book will be easy. 

And you will make money like you have only dreamed of.  Like I 

do.  And hundreds of thousands of other people are,  right now. 

 

 

 

 



So What is here? 

 

A very concise, to the point,  step by step description of how you 

can create an income that is monstrous. 

First I will let you know that what ever cynicism, disbelief, or 

negativity you have absolutely will affect your outcome. 

So put a lid on the negative stuff and realize that sometimes, 

some people catch a break and a rich uncle dies and leaves them 

a fortune, or a scratch lottery ticket pays out big or you were just 

so in the exact right place at the exact right time that something 

incredible happens to you. 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here Is How You Screw Up Or Move Up 

 

Just stay with me here for a minute and attempt to focus and 

think the very best that you can. 

Typically people are so incapable of being able to actually think, it 

is amazing that everyone is not stumbling right into moving 

traffic! 

So, breathe, think and give yourself permission to spend this time 

for you, on you and in making you better. 

You will either decide to do so or you will blow past my advice 

and not slow down and pay attention and engage your brain. 

And if you do not plug in and be a part of your own  success 

story right now, then nothing good is going to happen for you.   

But we want something very, very good to happen don’t we? 

Yes. 

So consider this bit of genius: 

What you think, determines your actions, meaning what you do.  

And what you do, determines your results. 

Are you feeling me? 

If you think you are never going to be rich from the internet, you 

can darn sure believe that your thinking will guide your actions 

and if you are not doing the successful things that it takes to be 

successful, then you will not  be. 

So let’s right now believe something together.  You my friend  are 

wonderfully and powerfully made.  The top Apex predator. 



Screw up or move up continued… 

 

And right now you are going to learn how to experience a line out 

of an old Fabulous Thunderbirds song… 

“Now, when I walk the streets Kings and Queens step aside 

Every woman I meet, haha They all stay satisfied. 

I wana tell ya pretty baby, what I see I make my own 

And I'm here to tell ya honey That I'm bad to the bone” 

Your thinking must be that you can and will now do what it takes 

to become so wealthy that people are going to look at you 

differently. 

There is no more of the same old same old! 

Ready for more Genius info? 

Good.  Consider this, I am about to share a very simple roadmap 

and set of instructions that you can follow to make yourself a 

fortune. 

And we’re going to do it, and I know you can do it because you 

have the same internet as I do. 

And the same one that Bill Gates, Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos and lot’s 

of other uber rich people have. 

You have the same internet.  And that means that you can reach 

as many people to show your stuff to as Jeff Bezos does with his 

little company, Amazon. 

You know he started out as an online book seller, right? 

 



Screw up or move up continued… 

 

And now let me show you something you did not know, which is 

what to do with the most powerful communications device in the 

history of mankind so that you make so much money that you 

might go a little nutty for a while. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here’s the Success Formula That Does Everything 

 

Since the internet dream is true… 

That there are like a zillion people on the internet and if you can 

show them something they want bad enough, a ton of them will 

buy it if your offer is any good, and a half a ton of them will buy 

it even if your offer is not so good. 

So first, find a significantly large group of people that has a 

significantly large problem, want, need or desire… 

And they have the money to pay someone to fix their problem or 

provide the solution… 

And then you get what they want to solve that need or want or 

desire and tell them that you will give it to them in a way that 

makes them want to get it from you. 

In other words, make them an offer that they grab onto for dear 

life and insist that you take their money in order for you to be the 

one that delivers the “Thing” to them. 

And with that you are almost done. 

Think now.  A whole bunch of people that really want something 

bad and they have the money to get it, and you show up with it 

wrapped in an offer that they cannot refuse. 

You just got the sale.   

You just sold something and got money. 

Now do it over and over and over and you will have more money. 

 



Continued… Success Formula That Does Everything 

Keep doing it and suddenly it’s going to get real, real around 

here. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So What Do They Want? 

 

They want everything. All the time, they want everything all the 

time and they buy stuff all the time. 

What do they buy?  They buy houses, shoes, food, bicycles, 

hammers, roller skates, books, sunglasses, furniture for their 

living rooms. 

On and on and on.  We all buy stuff, all kinds of stuff, all the 

time. 

Let’s just make sure it is you that has the stuff that they want to 

buy and we’ll make them an offer so they want it from you. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Who Are These People? 

 

They are you and I. They are us.  You know... people.  People 

everywhere, all of us and there are a heck of a lot of us. 

And we all want stuff.  All the time.  And often we buy this stuff 

that we want so much. 

Let’s just pick some of these things and let all these wonderful 

people buy them from… you.  And me.  And us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Here’s your first “Trick” 

 

When you are thinking about who to sell things too, just consider 

how badly they want the things they want because the more they 

want “it” the easier it will be for you to “sell” it to them. 

Here’s an example.  A brand new mom with a beautiful little baby 

girl, or... boy. 

And this mom, here hormones are sky high, her heart is filled to 

the brim and her desire to get the most beautiful baby items for 

her new little precious is off the charts! 

So here you come, with the perfect designer stroller that has a 

sunshade, a padded little bucket for baby to ride comfortably in 

and it’s built to last and provide great value for the family and 

baby. 

And you have it at a great price!  And it comes with a catalog of 

the finest baby getting stuff on this planet and when they get this 

Rolls Royce of strollers from you they’ll get an extra bonus! 

And that bonus is… well it’s what ever you decided would make 

your offer so awesome that they surely could not pass it up. 

And you just made a sale. 

 

 

 

 

 



Here’s your second “Trick” 

 

What if you have built into your offer a continuity plan? Meaning 

that you charged over and over, like monthly or on some kind of 

schedule, so that you kept providing great service that they would 

enjoy or need, with out them ever having to do without it? 

Want to know the answer?  It’s easy, the answer is you keep 

collecting money, that’s the answer. 

And you just made another sale. 

For example, I just bought meat online.  Butcher Box.  Very high 

quality meat, packaged very well, very frozen, that I got to pick 

out off an online menu and they shipped it to me. 

Delicious.  And it comes every month! 

And they just got another sale.  And another, and another and on 

it goes. 

But what if you don’t want to sell frozen meat? 

Then don’t. 

Remember there are a lot of people buying a lot of things, sell 

what you want. 

Personally, I like selling something that makes a good profit, is a 

good value for my customer, that they like having, and they like 

me for getting it for them. 

 

 

 



Ok, Trick Number #3 

 

Figuring out what to sell.  

You can go to www.YouTube.com and type in random things and 

see how many people are watching that thing. 

Bass fishing, hair loss products, computers, cell phones, Acrylic 

Paints, puppies… 

And when you find something that a ton of people are interested 

in, try to figure out how you can deliver something about it in a 

way that makes them want to purchase it from you. 

An example may be, barking dogs.. perhaps you could spend 

about 3 hours and create a great info product on how to stop 

dogs from barking. 

Or what about weight loss?  You could do a “10 ways to lose 

weight before the weekend” and offer it for sale or as a lead in 

for a weight loss product that you have found online. 

The “Trick” is.. information is easy to create, and excellent 

information that is a benefit will actually be an awesome thing for 

your new customers and it’s very easy for you to create and you 

only have to create it one time, then just copy it over and over! 

Reports, Manifesto’s, eBooks, they are all just documents you can 

easily create and give as an introduction to other products or sell 

as a stand alone product, or even as a part of a series of 

products. 

 

 

http://www.youtube.com/


Info Products & Affiliate Products 

 

The list of things you can create info products on or lead in 

products to introduce yourself to a new group of buying people is 

endless. 

And remember the more passionate the people are, the easier it 

is to get them to buy something of great value from you it will be. 

Think…  Lonely. 

Now think, how to win friends and influence people.  That book 

sold… 

Over thirty million copies. 

And if they bought that book from you, and loved it, I’m betting 

the next great book you offered would go like hot cakes! 

The list of people you have interested in your offerings are known 

as your list. 

The internet people will tell you that, the money is in the list. 

I’ve always changed that to, the money you get is in your list. 

Meaning you can find a list of people that will be meaningless to 

you unless they are interested in your offers. 

 

 

 

 

 



Making the Perfect Offer 

 

Let’s see what we have covered so far, OK?  We now know we 

have the internet, can reach the World, the world is constantly 

buying all sorts of things… 

We know that if there is a group of people who are passionate 

about getting a solution or results that it is easier to sell to them 

and if we make a great offer and deliver the best value of their 

life that they will love buying from us. 

We know that if the product is something that we can provide 

info about, that we can create an introduction product and or a 

sellable product. 

We know that if the product needs to be continuously delivered 

that means we continually get paid over and over to deliver it… 

And we know that if we can craft a great offer at the right time to 

the people who really want what we offer that we are probably 

going to start selling rather significant amounts. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Let’s Put It All Together Now… 

 

The internet is reaching millions of people right now who are 

buying stuff.  We can find out what they want and create info 

products out of thin air that are of actual benefit and value and 

we can sell them and feel great about helping others get what 

they really want. 

Think instruction on weight loss, growing hair, putting together a 

swing set, taking a stroke off of a golf game, getting your girl 

friend back, making your car headlights clear again, improving 

your complexion… 

See? The products you can make and sell are endless. 

And so is the money you can make. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Perfect System 

 

The perfect system.  A webpage with your “Thing” on it and a 

form to collect contact information from interested people and a 

buy me button so your visitors can enter their credit card. 

Then a “Thank you” page to deliver the product, if it is an 

electronic download thing like an info product. 

And some of these products going out as a “drip” into a 

membership where people happily pay monthly to keep getting 

stuff online or shipped to them, like the meat boxes I mentioned 

earlier. 

So there are a ton of tools and you can spend the rest of your life 

getting them and getting better and better using them. 

Or not. 

Examples are, videos, auto-responders, customer service, graphic 

creation, customer service software, widgets of all shapes and 

sizes… 

Or you can just, get an existing system… 

One already created, working, growing and successful. 

And you just plug in and do your thing, typically that means 

finding customers. 

Which is the easiest part of this whole process. 

One way to do it really big time and again think, Amazon. 

Is to get affiliates, which means you find other people who want 

to sell your “thing” to people and get to keep part of the money it 

makes. 



This is the part that you want already done 

 

Meaning if you do not want to learn a new career or spend a 

great deal of time, learning before you can make money… 

Then find a product or service that is in high demand and you 

become an affiliate or sales person and get some of the money 

when you sell it. 

And if it is a membership or an affiliate program you can simply 

plug in to someone else’s hard work and just start running full 

steam ahead right out of the gate. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Big Review 

 

You need a big group of people that want something passionately 

that you can create an introductory info product and or a final 

product to fulfill what they want. 

You want to put it on a webpage and collect email addresses or 

phone numbers or something so you can keep making them great 

offers to buy the something from you. 

And you need to either sell a whole lot of them one at a time, or 

get people/affiliates to want to sell and split the profits with you 

so that they are doing all their work and you are getting paid just 

because. 

Nice. 

And you need to create offers that make all these people want to 

buy the things they want to buy, from you! 

And… 

You want to maintain a list of people who are interested who 

have not bought yet and a list of people who have bought and 

you can offer them other related products as well as keeping 

them stocked up with the original thing. 

You may need to either learn to use a couple of tools like auto-

responders, form creators, website builders, and video editors or 

you can find something where all that is done and you just sign 

on to sell it and keep some of the money when you do sell it. 

Often better because now it’s without any of the cost, time or 

heartache of creating the system that does everything from…  



Continued…The Big Review 

 

finding these people to making them offers to delivering the 

products to them.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Missing Link(s) 

 

It really is very easy.  Get on the internet.  Find a bunch of 

people that want something.  Make them an offer so they get it 

from you.  Sell it to them, find more people to make your offer 

too and then again rinse and repeat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



So if it’s so easy, why are most people so broke? 

 

I will first crush your dreams and then show you how the sun is 

breaking thru the clouds on the most glorious day of your life, 

OK?  

This is all very easy, or is it?  Ok so can you tie your shoelaces?   

Is it hard?  When you first started it was one of the hardest 

things you had ever done. 

First time driving a car… 

Swimming… 

Dancing… 

Threading a needle… 

Reading, cooking, fixing something. 

Super easy… now - but not the first few times. 

Plus your shoe laces don’t keep changing into things you have no 

idea about. 

Like creating coding on a webpage or using a graphics creator or 

uploading a file to your CPanel on your server… 

And how do you find all these people that buy things? 

And what happens when they say, “No”? 

And a membership site?  Who can do that? And an affiliate 

program, how do we set that up? 

Suddenly this is about as easy as building a helicopter engine. 

Help! 



It takes money to make money, right? 

 

Do you remember the part about “Finding” a system that is 

already done?  That way you don’t have to learn how to do all the 

things that need doing but you don’t want to spend your life 

learning? 

Here is where people fail and how we’re going to fix it. 

People want to earn extra money on the internet, it sounds fun. 

And it is when you are making money. 

But most of us find out that we are spending money on trying to 

learn how to make money. 

What? Wait!  You mean we need money, but we have to spend 

money to learn how to make money? 

Uh.. yea, kind of. 

So let’s let someone else spend the money, and the time, and 

make the effort and go thru the process of learning and 

improving until  we find what we want to sell and can reach the 

people we want to sell too and then deliver the products to all 

these people over and over in a way that allows us to have profits 

for our time spent… 

Instead of trying to learn to earn and having to spend to make. 

This way if we can find a good enough system we can get in 

relatively cheap, not have a big learning curve and start selling 

and cashing in on all this internet money we all have heard about. 

 

 



Help is here and everything is going to be ok 

 

This book.  I gave it to you.  And you gave me your email so that 

I can send you info or more books.  And it was all on a beautiful 

website.  And I make compelling offers that someone who has 

half a brain can realize, “Hey that’s the best offer I’ve had all 

year!”… 

And I offer an affiliate program that pays huge commissions and 

also matching check bonuses on referral’s sales as well as 

personal sales. 

And I have all the top tools in the World because I have some of 

the most brilliant programmers in multiple countries working for 

me. 

And customer support staff. 

And accounting firms. 

And legal people. 

And resources and relationships. 

And I own a lot of companies that make quite a bit of income 

online. 

And I’m a highly sought after internet marketer who is on leader 

boards of companies all over the World. 

So? Why should you care about what I have and do? 

Because this book. 

This book what? 

 



Continued… everything is going to be ok 

 

This book is the beginning of you getting the best value and deal 

and access to resources on something you want very very badly. 

A way to make a great deal of money.  That is honest, that feels  

good,  makes other people feel good, has an offer that if you take 

it you will end up with something you are proud of…. 

And your finances will be better than they have ever been and 

will probably stay that way for the rest of our life. 

This book delivers the goods so well that if you were a very smart 

cookie, or human for that matter, you would never let anyone pry 

it away from you before you got everything you could use from it! 

And I gave it to you free. 

Kind of like an introduction. 

Remember?  An introduction to a product or a product itself? That 

is a key thing. 

And most people will never be able to do it as well as this book or 

my system that I created out of over two decades of marketing 

and sales training and developing software and training for 

internet marketers. 

 

 

 

 

 



How I can keep you from ever failing again 

 

I can provide you the lead generators that will have people 

rushing to give you their contact details because they want your 

offerings. 

I can provide websites that are beautiful, advanced programming 

that does things that it would take you years to do if you ever 

could them. 

I can provide products that make you so much money while being 

a benefit to all who buy them from your website… 

I have created an Amazon for internet marketers filling now with 

the greatest lead generators and products ever seen online. 

And you just get to put your name and buy me buttons on them 

by filling in a text box and clicking enter. 

We even have custom created online appointment calendars that 

the people getting your lead magnets will fill out and pay to have 

you give them advice. 

Because now you are a money maker with great products and a 

great website and business! 

You’ll get multiple levels of pay and matching check bonuses, 

huge leads lists, beautiful resources to use when you wish, luxury 

membership areas to visit and live meetings with other members 

to form friendships with… 

You will be able to automatically sell much of the other cool stuff 

you find online to sell.  Endlessly… 

 



Continued… I can keep you from ever failing again 

 

And my system is growing as we already have customers in my 

company’s in over 70 countries by the thousands and tens of 

thousands… 

So you will get more and more and more value on a continuing 

basis. 

And the pay days will be stunning as you use the system. 

It’s not drag and drop and learn, it is done for you.  Beautifully 

and elegantly.  Powerfully and successfully. 

All the things you have learned that are needed, finding people, 

making offers, delivering desired products, advanced high tech 

marketing, massive downline with bonus payout structure… 

Customer service teams already in place, live events, friends, 

awards programs and… 

Money.  We are not here to play.  And if you aren’t either, I have 

an offer for you. 

Ready?  Here it is, easy peasy: 

Come try my system, have the website you got this book from, 

get more books and reports and manifestos in an ever growing 

Amazon Market Place… 

Filled with products you can sell and give away. 

The entire system done for you. 

All this and so much more you wouldn’t believe it.  

But you will believe it.  And your life will be better for it.  



Continued… I can keep you from ever failing again 

 

And when our program puts your picture, your name and your 

order button on any of the books like this one you choose… 

And puts your new book on a webpage to share with someone 

who wants info on that subject… 

And markets to all those people looking for just exactly what you 

have on your new custom website - and you get paid… 

They benefit too. It’s frankly kind of Wonderful. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Super Important This Is The Key 

 

You are seeing the perfect system in action. This book which you 

found on a beautiful webpage is one that delivers on the promise 

of providing you with one of the most powerful resources on the 

internet today… 

The system.  Beautiful website, the perfect lead generator, an 

interesting experience that is pleasurable… 

And the answer to what you were most looking for, the most 

perfect, most elegant solution to your wanting to increase your 

income so your life can be better than it is. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Action Steps for Success 

 

If you want success and you are up for an adventure: 

 

- Finish the book, you are nearly at the end. 

 

- Return to the website and click or tap on the testimonial 

button and  leave your best testimonial.   

 

 

- Once you have left your video testimonial that will shortly 

appear on the webpage itself, you may join the system 

where you will get your own custom link to use, the 

webpage to give out this book and to begin making sales 

and commission and bonuses in amounts that you have 

only heard about before this time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mybigcommissions.convertri.com/thebook


So are you ready to see this amazing system? 

 

And are you ready to finally make the internet dream income you 

have heard about? 

Are you ready to have your picture on the cover of some beautiful 

lead magnet products and your buy me button inserted on a 

beautiful website automatically too? 

Good.  We’re a collection of good people from all over the World 

and do you remember? 

Do you remember me saying, this internet marketing stuff is fun 

when you are making money? 

Well, come make some money then. 

Come see greatness!  You deserve it. 

 

 

 

http://MyBigCommissions.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://mybigcommissions.com/


One on One With The Author 

 

If you would like for me to work with you personally we can do a 

zoom call where I can show you resources, find out what you 

want help with, get you some real answers and only spend a few 

minutes or a few more what ever you want. 

I’ll do it for you as one of my book readers super cheap. 

 

 

 

http://WeCanMeetOnline.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://wecanmeetonline.com/


Your New Life, It’s Your Turn Now 

 

Today is my first day of creating my own online empire.  

Something wonderful is happening and nothing will keep me from 

being a part of it. 

I was powerfully and wonderfully made and I will be a part of 

creating greatness, by creating my own personal success story. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________                    ___________ 

Signature of Business Owner                         Date 

 

 


